NEICE LIVE MAP - 32 states using NEICE (July 29, 2019)

**Key**
- Dark blue = CMS or CMS-to-MCMS states
- Light Blue = MCMS or Clearinghouse States may not have electronic access to legacy cases
- Outlined Blue = Partially Implemented in State
- Date represents when live in NEICE

**Reminder:** Each NEICE state has committed to entering ALL new ICPC cases into NEICE, even when working with non-NEICE states.

This was part of the MOU agreement signed by your state with APHSA/AAICPC.

**NOTE:** Legacy cases are NEICE cases created by other states BEFORE a new state joined NEICE. If a state is light blue (MCMS/NCH state), both states need to continue to work the legacy case created before the date the new state went live using the initial method for working the case until it is closed. The MCMS/CMS systems will alert you when this is the situation.